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a long way under the waves, a bit fish named Stanley lives together with his school--the
brightest, sparkliest fish of the deep, darkish sea. One morning, Stanley wakes up The Bravest
Fish late, and the reef is unusually quiet. keep on with Stanley as he diligently searches for his

buddies and meets different ocean creatures, together with the large Shark, during this
underwater adventure. Stanley and his associates are highlighted with glimmering, gold foil
paintings through the story.
Stanley is past due waking up within the morning and he's past due for school. He is going The
Bravest Fish to fulfill his friends, yet they've got already left for cooler waters. On his solution to
locate his friends, Stanley meets up with a funds hungry crab, a jellyfish and a shark.The
illustrations are colorful, huge for younger readers, and the scales are made to The Bravest Fish
seem glossy that is delightful.This tale instantly jogged my memory of the motion picture
discovering Nemo so far as the tale line goes. yet what i love most sensible approximately this
publication is the best way the scales of the fish are made--golden and shiny. those are a visible
satisfaction for younger readers--especially the very young. i might suggest this tale for a long
time 2-6.
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